Woolie Instructions for Ewe to make your own
Dryer balls.
If you choose to sell you dryer balls , the name Tumblin Woolies™ belongs to
Spinderellas. Thank Ewe.
These were instructions we sold in a kit containing 8 ounces of wool.

Divide your wool into 2 ounce sections using a
scale or try to divide your wool as evenly as you
can. The amount of wool can vary, it will
determine the size of the finished wool ball.
Also the type of wool used can make a
difference on the size they felt down to.
If using alpaca, we do not suggest 2nds with
guard hair as they do not felt and will work their
way out of the ball onto your clothing. Do not
use double coated sheep since the guard hair will
not felt either.

Grab a piece of roving about 15” -24
“ long and untwist it so it is flatter.
You will be using sections of the
roving to wrap around and around
into a ball.
If using the covered cord
Use it here and follow instructions.

Start with a light section and place over two
fingers, begin to wind the roving around your
fingers a few times.
Or use odds and end yarns or fiber and make
into a ball to form a core. Then follow
instructions with the wool to the end.

When you have built up the roving a
little bit, take your fingers out of the
center and begin to wind , going all
over the start of your roving, forming
a ball, like you would wind a ball of
yarn. Make sure you are keeping the
roving flat so it will felt better.

When your roving pieces are finished, you
should have a large ball that looks something
like this.

Take an old cotton tube sock, making
the “outside in”, and place the ball
into the sock.
Do not use stockings or you will have
a harder time getting them out of the
stocking, since they will felt to the
fabric- kind of like nuno felting.

Fill your washer with hot water and add a load
of clothes or a few old towels. We like to use old
white towels and hot water and soap. You will
place your socks into the wash cycle and run it a
few times to felt the balls.
We dry our “Woolies” in the dryer in the sock( go figure – lol) or you could take them out of
the sock and lay them on a screen to dry- but we
think that takes to long.

Make as many as you want- they will
shrink and be firm- just pop them into
your dryer and either leave them
there, which is what we do, or place
them into a bag for storage.
Downy wool works the best, as hair
fibers tend to “shed” on your clothing
in the dryer.
You can always wash the ball in the
washing machine when they seem to
have too much static electricity.
The dryer balls will last for years!
The more you use in your dryer the
faster the clothes will dry.

You are now ready to use your dryer balls. They really last FOREVER!!! We have used
the original 3 balls for the last 5 years. When they seem to lose their effectiveness simply
put them back into the washer with a load of clothes and back into the dryer. The more
dryer balls you use, the faster your clothes will dry.

These are the instructions we put on the back of our packaging:

These are the instructions we put on the back of our packaging
Enjoy ! Hope you make some for yourselves or your friendsJim and Lynn Snell
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